Construction
Solutions.
Bridgeman has one of the most trusted, skilled, and highly certified
construction teams in Australia. With over 25 years of experience working
within the construction industry, our team are motivated and committed
to delivering the best solutions for your organisation.
One of our key strengths is our capability to adapt and diversify when and where
needed. From minor refurbishments to major construction projects, we pride
ourselves on our capability and capacity to provide flexible solutions, over and
above the scope requirements.
Our priority is the health and safety of our people, our clients, contractors,
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and our community. Bridgeman holds an Open Builders Licence and is proudly
experience that delivers
ISO Accredited for Quality Management Systems, Environmental Management
Systems and Occupational Health & Safety Management Systems.
We provide our services to a large range of sectors including Education, Government,
Defence, Commercial, Health and Aged Care and Mining and Resources.
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Experience that delivers.

At Bridgeman, we are accountable, transparent, open and honest and deliver the results
we promise. We provide a large range of quality, cost effective construction services
through a single point of contact, saving you time, money and hassle.
Talk to us today about any of the following construction solutions:
+ Commercial Construction

+ Structural Steel Fabrication

+ Industrial Construction

+ Civil Earth Works

+ Commercial Fit Out’s

+ Concrete Solutions

+ Refurbishments

+ Retaining Walls

+ Architectural Cladding and Screening

+ Footings and Screw Piers

+ Education Facilities

+ Windows and Doors

+ Design and Construct

+ Hydraulic Solutions

+ Project Management

+ Ceilings and Partitions

+ Asbestos Removal
+ Demolition experience that delivers

+ Painting

+ Cabinetry and Joinery

Bridgeman offers quality installation

+ Commercial Kitchens

for all the above items.
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ACCREDITATIONS Bridgeman is proudly ISO Accredited for Environmental Management, Quality Assurance,
Occupational Health & Safety and Supply Nation Certified.
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